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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Pervasive computing is typically highly sensor-driven, but
sensors provide only evidence of fact rather than facts themselves. The uncertainty of sensor data will aﬀect each component in a pervasive computing system, which may decrease the quality of its provided services. We provide a
general model to represent semantics of uncertainty in different levels (e.g., sensor, lower-level context and higherlevel context). Within our model, ﬁne-grained approaches
are applied to evaluate and propagate uncertainties. They
will help to resolve the uncertainty in each process of context management so that the eﬀect of uncertainty on system
services will be minimised.

Pervasive computing aims to provide services that respond
directly to their user and environment with minimal intrusiveness and inherent pro-activity. This is achieved by assuming a number of invisible sensing and computational devices in an environment, which collect information about
users and the environment. With the help of these devices, a
pervasive computing system can deliver customised services
to users in a contextual manner. Data in pervasive computing environments may be generated by untrustworthy or
inaccurate sources and so should be taken “with a grain of
salt”. Because components of a pervasive computing environment deal with the real world, they come with certain
caveats: sensors in the ﬁeld are inherently inaccurate, since
they could break down; or they could report inaccurately
because they come up against a phenomenon for which they
have not been designed [26]. Uncertainty may have an inﬂuential eﬀect on the quality of services that a pervasive
computing system provides. Inaccurate sensor data may result in misunderstanding of a user’s or an environmental
state, which leads to incorrect behaviour. Therefore, the
issue of resolving uncertainty must be taken into account
when dealing with pervasive computing systems.
Context-awareness is an enabling technology for pervasive computing. A context-aware computing system exhibits
appropriate and customised behaviours that adapt to the
change of users’ context. Context can be any information
that is used to characterise the situation of service consumers, which includes information about consumers, their
environment, or their tasks [8]. Context is acquired from
various kinds of sensors that are distributed in a pervasive
computing environment. It can be sensed from physical devices, proﬁled from users, or derived from application- or
meta-information existing in systems [29]. The uncertainty
in sensor data will be transferred to context uncertainty
and propagated through all the processes of context management. The question is how to model the semantics of
context uncertainty and how to resolve (or minimise) uncertainty by distilling the most accurate context from a large
number of trivial and noisy contexts.
Our work aims to propose a fundamental model of context
uncertainty that represents semantics of context uncertainty
and exhibits ﬁne-grained approaches to evaluate and resolve
uncertainty when processing and using context. To accomplish this, we analyse the essential characteristics of context
types and constituents of context values, based on which
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diﬀerent types of context uncertainty will be discussed: outof-date, incomplete, imprecise, and inaccurate [13]. We will
discuss how context uncertainty is acquired from sensor uncertainty and explore the uncertainty propagation issue in
two processes of context management: context integration
and context abstraction. Context integration is about extracting the most accurate context from a number of noisy
and conﬂicting contexts. Context abstraction is about deriving a higher-level application-interesting contexts (for example, a user state being in a “meeting” or “working”) from
a number of lower-level contexts (such as a user’s location
or a temperature in a room).
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 investigates various sensor uncertainties in diﬀerent
types of sensors. Section 3 provides a general deﬁnition of
context from the perspective of representing a context in
a real system. Within this deﬁnition, we explore diﬀerent
types of uncertainty. Section 4 and Section 5 discuss ﬁnegrained approaches in resolving the uncertainty during context management. Section 6 demonstrates the feasibility of
our model and provides a preliminary evaluation result. Section 7 compares our work with the recent research works in
dealing with context uncertainty. Finally, in Section 8 we
summarise our work and outline the future direction of this
research.

2.

SENSORS

Pervasive computing systems operate in large, open and
ever-changing environments, where a huge number of sensors of diﬀerent types are involved. These sensors can be
categorised into types according to the type of information
they provide: environmental sensors are those which generate information from the real world, for example noise level,
temperature, humidity, etc.; positioning sensors that locate
or track the movement of objects; device sensors that report
the state of hardware and equipment, e.g., whether a printer
is busy, idle, or oﬀ; virtual sensors that extract information
from other software or applications (for example, a virtual
sensor could be used to mine schedule information from an
online calendar).
A typical approach to representing the characteristics and
possible imperfections of sensed data is to describe sensor ﬁdelity as meta-information in a quality matrix. We assume
that there should exist diﬀerent types of quality matrix for
each category of sensor and individual sensors. Further, different types of sensors should have diﬀerent quality parameters that can be applied to the data they output.
We propose a general quality matrix that can be used
to describe any type of sensor. The metadata consists of
frequency, with a list of accuracy and precision pairs. Frequency is deﬁned as the sample rate – how often the sensor
data is updated. The resolution and frequency are determined by the technical speciﬁcation of sensors given by the
manufacturer. Precision deﬁnes the range and accuracy is
the percentage of how often the accuracy is achieved [10].
Diﬀerent ranges of precision result in diﬀerent accuracies.
For example with our in-house location system Ubisense, to
achieve 70% accuracy, the precision on x- and y-axis are 3.30
and 2.22 meters. Accuracy and precision can be acquired
through diﬀerent approaches for example training from experimental set up or calculated from component diagnostics.
The quality matrix of a given sensor should be referenced
by all sensed data when it is produced. The general quality

matrix as we describe is not deﬁnitive – it should be extended with more quality parameters for a particular type
of sensor.
These sensors are the inputs that drive the production and
derivation of context. This implies that the imperfections of
sensed data are one of the causes of context uncertainty.
There are at least three factors that are responsible for imperfect sensor data:
• technical limitation of sensors: each sensor is produced
with inherent errors. This is due to the manufacturing
process and hardware limitations. When sensors are
installed, they may suﬀer from breakdown, disconnection from network, or signal delay;
• environment noise: the accuracy of some sensors may
be subject to radio interference, temperature, humidity, sound noise or reﬂective materials which signals
bounce oﬀ;
• and users: the conﬁguration of sensors by users may
aﬀect the accuracy of sensors. In addition, especially
for physical devices (like tag-based positioning sensors), the reliability of their data will be decreased if
users do not correctly use them.
Technical limitations of sensors are reasonably ﬁxed. They
can be provided by the manufacturer or empirically calculated after installation. We can combine these values
with environmental noise which is intermittently gathered
through sampling and machine learning algorithms. In contrast, the inﬂuence of users on the process of gathering accurately sensed data is far more unpredictable.
When users are taken into account, the conﬁdence of the
sensor data can be computed by a function that takes the
precision and the impact factor of the use. For example, in
Middlewhere [20], the conﬁdence on data from a tag-based
location sensor is the product of its accuracy and the probability that a user wears a tag.

3. CONTEXT AND UNCERTAINTY
3.1 Context
Context can be categorised into diﬀerent data types according to their particular properties. Each context type
indicates a set of context values that represent reality entities or one property (that is, aspect) of reality entities. For
example, the Location context type contains a set of location
data that represent the location property of entities, such as
a coordinate or a place with a human-friendly name [27]; the
Person context type that contains a set of person entities, or
social communities; and the Environment context type that
contains a set of physical properties about an environment
entity like temperature, humidity, or noise level.
A context type has a set of ground values, labelled as Vg ,
that are the irreducible (the smallest perceivable grained)
elements. The tangible context value of a context type is
deﬁned as a set of its ground values through a mapping relationship: m : V → 2Vg . For example in the Location context type, the ground values are a set of single coordinate
points, like [12.22,5.26,0.09], and a tangible context value
“Lecture Room 01” maps to a set of coordinates that are
in this room. In the Temperature context type, the ground
values are a set of individual degrees in a certain unit (e.g.,

Celsius or Fahrenheit scale), like 23◦ C, and a tangible context value “warm” maps to a certain range of degrees that
are considered as “warm”.
In our model only tangible values can be managed or used,
while ground values are acted as a meta-data for a context
type that cannot be accessed. (All the context values mentioned in this paper are tangible values.) Tangible values
vary in diﬀerent granularities (or abstraction levels). The
precondition of comparing the granularities of two values is
their comparability. Two tangible values vi and vj are not
comparable, if m(vi ) ∩ m(vj ) = ∅. A more general partial
order of granularity is out of the scope of this paper, for example “CSI building in UCD” is ﬁner-grained than the city
“Cork”, but they are not comparable in our model.
Deﬁnition 1. In a context type, a tangible value vi is called
ﬁner-grained than vj , labelled as vi  vj iﬀ m(vi ) ⊆ m(vj ).
For example, in the Location context type, a place named
“Lecture Room 01” is ﬁner-grained than a place named “CSI
building”, since the coordinate set of “CSI building” is a super set of that of “Lecture Room 01” as shown in Figure 1
(a). As another example, consider the Temperature context
type, a human-friendly word “cold” is coarser-grained than
another word “freezing” since the temperatures mapping to
“cold” contain those mapping to “freezing” as shown in Figure 1 (b).
CSI building

cold

is coarser than

is coarser than

Lecture Room 01

freezing

is coarser than

is coarser than

{ [12.22, 5.26, 0.09] }

{ -20°C, ..., -10°C }

(a) values in
Location context type

(a) values in Temperature
context type

Figure 1: An example of granularities in Context
Types

A number of authors [5, 23] have advocated RDF (Resource Description Framework) as a straightforward and wellfounded means for modeling context. A piece of context information is modeled in a triple (s, p, o) that indicates that
a subject s is associated with an object o in a relationship
p. Both subject and object are tangible values of certain
context types, which are a set of the ground values in corresponding context types. For example, ({erica}, hasLocation, Lecture Room 01) indicates that a person named
“erica” is located in a place named “Lecture Room 01”.
There can exist multiple context predicates between values of two context types, each of which represents one semantics by linking two context values with a certain relationship. In addition, a predicate can be deﬁned on two values
in a single context type. For example, an adjacency relation
adjacent can be deﬁned on Location context, indicating that
one symbolic place is spatially adjacent to another place.
Two features will be explored on a RDF triple: when and
how conﬁdent two context values are valid in this predicate.

Chaari et al. [3] provide a generic representation of context
which includes a temporal characteristic and quality measure. We will use the same deﬁnition on context, which is
formalised as follows.
Deﬁnition 2. Context is represented as a tuple: c =((s, p, o),
t, conf)
• (s, p, o) is a RDF triple, whose subject and object are
tangible values of two context types;
• t is a life span of a triple, which can be a time instant
or a time interval with a starting time ts and an ending
time te ;
• and conf (∈ [0, 1]) is a context conﬁdence degree to
which the subject and object are valid in this predicate.
For example, a context is modeled as (({erica}, hasLocation, {[12.22,5.26,0.09]}), “2007-10-26 09:36:02”,
0.7), indicating that a person named “erica” was located at
a coordinate point [12.22,5.26,0.09] at a time instant “200710-26 09:36:02” with a conﬁdence 0.7.
For the life span of a context, its starting time is the time
when this context is acquired and its ending time is the
time to which this context is valid. The gap can be deﬁned
according to the sample rate of a sensor or proﬁled by the
system developer.
The semantics of the context conﬁdence is a system’s belief in the truth of a context. When it comes to how to obtain
the context conﬁdence, we need to consider how a context
is acquired. Henricksen et al [13] have summarised three
approaches to acquire context from sensors: sensing from
physical sensors (including the environmental, positioning,
and device sensors discussed in Section 2), proﬁling from
users or from application that track user inputs (e.g., virtual sensors), and inferring from other sensor data. Sensed
context suﬀers from the imperfection of sensor data, whose
conﬁdence is the reliability degree on sensor data; proﬁled
context suﬀers from the infrequent update of information,
whose conﬁdence is the reliability degree on the person for
inputting information; and derived context suﬀers from oversimpliﬁed reasoning mechanisms, whose conﬁdence is the
belief degree on the derivation rule [13].
Data from physical sensors are transformed to be one piece
of context information; for example, a positioning sensor
only provides context about an entity’s location. The context conﬁdence is the sensor conﬁdence as computed in Section 2.
Data from virtual sensors can be translated to multiple
pieces of context information; for example, data from an
online calendar sensor can produce the following contexts: a
scheduled event and the contexts about the event including
time, attendances, and location. The sensor conﬁdence on
this virtual sensor indicates the percentages of how often the
scheduled event occurs. However, the conﬁdences on each of
these component contexts are diﬀerent: whether this event
occurs at a scheduled time in a scheduled location or all the
attendees attend this event. Thus, the conﬁdence on context
from virtual sensors can be either the sensor conﬁdence or
the conditional probability on the sensor conﬁdence (e.g.,
given that the scheduled event occurs, how often the event
occurs in a scheduled location).
For the inferring approach, context is indirectly acquired
from sensor data. For example, an activity sensor that

monitors the use of a computer’s keyboard and mouse by
a logged-in user by recording the time of the the last keystroke. If this computer is a desktop, then the sensor data
can be used to imply the user’s location – where the computer is. For example, when the time gap between two continuous keystrokes is less than 10 seconds, then the user is
very likely to be in the location. When the time gap is over
1 hour, then the user is much less likely to be there during
this hour. The sensor conﬁdence indicates that how often
the last keystroke is sensed from the logged-in user. The
conﬁdence on implied user’s location depends on the sensor
conﬁdence and the probabilities associated with the speciﬁed
rules.
In summary, context is acquired from sensors, but diﬀerent acquisition processes will result in diﬀerent computations
of context conﬁdence. The above discussion presents a detailed analysis of how context conﬁdence is related to sensor
conﬁdence.

3.2 Uncertainty
Each context is subject to uncertainty to diﬀerent degrees.
As demonstrated by Henricksen et al, the uncertainty of context can be characterised as out of date, incomplete, imprecise, or conﬂicting [13]. In the following, we will analyse the
semantics of these diﬀerent uncertainties within the above
context deﬁnition.
The deﬁnition of context consists of three parts: a RDF
triple, a life span, and a context conﬁdence. The RDF triple
is used to evaluate the characterised uncertainty on context
values, such as incompleteness, imprecision, and conﬂict. A
context c = ((s, p, o), t, conf ) is called
• incomplete, if s = ∅ or o = ∅;
• imprecise, relative to a certain resolution r on o (or s),
if |m(o)| > |m(r)| (or |m(s)| > |m(r)|); that is, the
the tangible value covers a larger set of ground values
than that of the required resolution;
• or conﬂicting with another context c = ((s , p, o ), t ,
conf  ), only if they reﬂect inconsistent states of the
reality world at a certain time. The precondition of
the evaluation is that these contexts share the same
semantics: the same predicate. The evaluation of conﬂict is performed by comparing their life spans and
their corresponding context values. The life spans of
two contexts are comparable if t.ts ≤ t .te ≤ t.te or
t.ts ≤ t .ts ≤ t.te . There are three semantics of conﬂict. c is
– consistent with c , if context values in c are ﬁnergrained than those in c ; that is, s  s and o  o ,
as shown in Figure 2 (a);
– partially conﬂicting with c , if context values in c
overlap with those in c ; that is m(s) ∩ m(s ) = ∅
and ¬(s  s ) and ¬(s  s) and m(o)∩m(o ) = ∅
and ¬(o  o ) and ¬(o  o), as shown in Figure 2
(b);
– or completely conﬂicting with c , otherwise; that
is, m(s)∩m(s ) = ∅ or m(o)∩m(o ) = ∅, as shown
in Figure 2 (c).
The life span can be used to evaluated whether a context
((s, p, o), t, conf ) is out of date relative to a certain time tc

Vi
Vi

Vi
V'i

is coarser than

V'i

V'i
(a) consistent

(b) partially conflicting

(c) completely conflicting

Figure 2: Semantics of conﬂicting contexts, where vi
and vi are tangible values in a certain context type
and a time gap τ . If t < tc − τ or t.te < tc − τ , then this
context is considered out of date.

4. CONTEXT INTEGRATION
In pervasive computing environments, diﬀerent sensors
may provide context with the same predicate. These sensor data vary in granularity of values, timeliness (how often
sensors produce data), or reliability (how reliably these sensor produce correct data). This huge number of potentially
conﬂicting and redundant contexts will make a system awkward and ineﬃcient, especially when a system attempts to
provide a responsive service. It is expected to immediately
integrate sensor data into a small number of accurate contexts. In the following, we will discuss a general approach
to integrate contexts under the consideration of two factors:
context values and life span of each context.
Assume that there have been a number of available contexts in this system: ci = (s, p, oi ), ti , confi ) (0 ≤ i ≤ n),
which share the same predicate p, and have diﬀerent life
spans and conﬁdence values. These multiple pieces of context information exhibit diﬀerent states of reality at a certain
time, which share the same semantics (predicate) and the
same focus (subject). Context integration is used to combine them in order to determine the most accurate state for
the current reality. Hence, a context integration is expressed
as a request: ((s, p, ?), t, ?) to decide the object value, given
the same focus s, the same predicate p, and the required time
t (e.g., that can be deﬁned by developers; or required by applications). The question is to determine the most accurate
value for this context relation within the required time. The
procedure will be carried out in three steps: computing the
time factor, computing the value factor, and combining these
two factors.

4.1 Time Factor
Our assumption is that the more recent a sensor datum
(i.e. whose life span is closer to the required time), the more
reliable it is. To compute the time factor, we extend the required time t to be [t−τ, t], where τ is a threshold value, if t is
a time instant. The selection of τ is application- and sensorspeciﬁc. Sensor data will be considered only when their life
span are within this range. For each available sensor datum, the freshness of its life span is evaluated according to
the linear relation of time:
t − ti .ts
, 0),
(1)
τ
where ti .ts is the time from which a given context is valid.
freshness(ti , t) = max(1 −

U
m(vi)
m(aij)

m(vk)

Equation 2 will give a formula to choose the optimal conﬁdence conf p on a overlapped context value that is supported
by several given context values. Its semantics is a system’s
belief in the truth of a value aij . If aij is overlapped by two
context values vi and vj , then the belief on aij is determined
by the maximal belief in the truth of either vi or vj :

m(vj)

conf

p
ij

= max(confi , confj )

(2)
c

The interacted conditional conﬁdence conf on vi is the
conditional conﬁdence given all the interacted values in vi
using Equation 3.

U

m(vi)

m(vj)

conf
=

m(vk)

m(aij)

c
i

= P r(vi |ai1 , . . . , ain )

P r(ai1 , . . . , ain |vi )P r(vi )
P r(ai1 , . . . , ain |vi )P r(vi ) + P r(ai1 , . . . , ain |¬vi )P r(¬vi )
(3)

∅

n

P r(ai1 , . . . , ain |vi )

P r(aij |vi ) × P r(vi );

=
j=1

Figure 3: Diﬀerent context values interact with each
other

P r(aij |vi )

=conf

c
ij

× m(aij )/m(vi )

+(1 − conf

c
ij )(1

− m(aij /m(vi )));

n

4.2 Value Factor
To compute the value factor, we will consider how diﬀerent context values interact with each other with the relationships discussed in Section 3.2. The conditional conﬁdence on
a context value is the conﬁdence of how a system believes
this value given all the related context values. We assume
that if one context value interacts with another (that is,
these two values are consistent or overlapping), then their
conditional conﬁdence given all the interacted context values
will be aﬀected (increased or decreased). This updated conditional conﬁdence is caused by the overlapped value that is
supported by multiple context values. Figure 3 shows how a
context value vi interacts with another two context values vk
and vj : vi is coarser-grained than vk and is overlapping with
vj on aij . The conditional conﬁdence on vi given vj and vk
should be no less than the conditional conﬁdence when vi
had not interacted with them. The conditional conﬁdence
on vi will be revised, considering the conditional conﬁdence
on aij given both vi and vj , and that on vk given both vi
and vk .
Bayes’ Theorem will be used to compute the conditional
conﬁdences on each context value whose semantics is how
probable the context value is true, given all the other available context values. The computation of conditional conﬁdence on each given context value involves the following
procedures:
• choosing the optimal conﬁdence conf p on every overlapped value (using Equation 2);
• calculating the interacted conditional conﬁdence conf c
on each given context value using the interacted conﬁdence on overlapped values (using Equation 3);
• and calculating the non-interacted conditional conﬁdence conf s on each context value if it does not interact with any other value (using Equation 4).

P r(ai1 , . . . , ain |¬vi )

P r(aij |¬vi ) × P r(¬vi );

=
j=1

P r(aij |¬vi )

=1 − conf

P r(vi )

=m(vi );

P r(¬vi )

=1 − m(vi );

c
ij ;

where, U is the universal set of the ground value of C, m(vi )
is the function that maps vi to a subset of U , and conf cij is
the conditional conﬁdence on the overlapped value aij if it
also interacts with ﬁner-grained context values.
Given any context value vi in a context type C, if it is
not supported by any other context value (that is, no value
is ﬁner-grained than it or overlapping it), its non-interacted
conditional conﬁdence conf si is computed as:
confi × m(vi )/U
confi × m(vi )/U + (1 − confi )(1 − m(vi )/U )
(4)
where confi is the context conﬁdence on the value vi .
Equation 4 shows that a system’s belief in the truth of a
context value given all the possible values for this context
type. confi × m(vi )/U is how possible vi is chosen from
the universal set when vi is true state of reality, and (1 −
confi )(1 − m(vi )/U ) is how possible vi is chosen when vi is
not true as shown in Figure 4.
For example in Figure 3, it is assumed that initial conﬁdences confi , confj , and confk on context values vi , vj ,
and vk are 0.6, 0.8, and 0.7 respectively, and m(vi )/U is
0.2, m(vj )/U is 0.2, m(vk )/m(vi ) is 0.4, and m(aij )/m(vi )
is 0.3. Since aij is supported by both vi and vj , its optimal
conﬁdence is conf pij = max(0.6, 0.8) = 0.8. The conditional
conﬁdences on vi and vj are 0.686 and 0.5 respectively. The
non-interacted conﬁdence on vk is 0.169. This shows that
when a context value interacts with multiple context values,
it is more likely to be selected as the most accurate answer even if its initial conﬁdence is not highest. It is implied
that more supported evidence (the conﬁdence on overlapped
conf

s
i

=

confi * m(vi) / U
m(vi)

Lemma 3. For any ei ∈ S c ⊆ L, e  ei and there does not
exist a value ej (ej = ei ) in L such that e  ej  ei .
For any ei ∈ S f ⊆ L, ei  e and there does not exist a
value ej (ej = ei ) in L such that ei  ej  e.

U

When this partially ordered hierarchy is constructed, we
will revise their conﬁdences using Algorithm 1.

(1 - confi) * (1 - m(vi) / U)

Algorithm 1 Compute Conditional Conﬁdences
Figure 4: The conditional conﬁdence on a single context value in Equation 4
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INPUT: L = {(ei , confi )|ej  ei , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
OUTPUT: L = {(ei , conf ci )|ej  ei , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
// compute the conditional conﬁdence from the coarsestgrained values to the ﬁnest-grained values
for i from 1 to n do
// start from the coarsest-grained value
if ei is an overlapped value and Sic is not empty then
conf pi = maxConf (Sic )
// compute the interacted conditional conﬁdence on
ei given all the coarser-grained values, using Equation 2
end if
end for
// update the conditional conﬁdence from the ﬁnestgrained values to the coarsest-grained values
for i from n to 1 do
// start from the ﬁnest-grained value
if Sif is empty then
conf si = noninteractConf (ei , confi )
// update the conﬁdence on e using Equation 4
else
conf ci = interactConf (Sif )
// update the conﬁdence on ei using Equation 3
end if
end for

∅

Figure 5: Multiple context values are involved in a
more complicated interaction

value or that on the contained value is greater than 0.5) will
increase the belief on the truth of a context value.
The above section describes the atomic equations on how
to compute the conditional conﬁdence on each given context
value when they interact with each other. In a real system,
multiple context values can be involved in a complicated
interaction as shown in Figure 5. We need a structure to
organise these values and examine their value relationships
like the lower part of Figure 5.
So far, all the discussed value relationships are based on
a set of ground values that are mapped to each tangible
value. To deal with a complicated interaction, we organise
these context values into a partially ordered set L, whose
partial order is the granularity  deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.
L consists of a set of given context values and their overlapped values. These overlapped values demonstrate how
these given context values interact with each other.
Each value e records a set S c of the immediately coarsergrained values in L and a set S f of the immediately ﬁnergrained values. These two sets are satisﬁed by Lemma 3.

Whenever a context integration is required, a system will
collect all the available context values from sensors and then
organise these values into a partially ordered set. From
the coarsest-grained values to the ﬁnest-grained ones, every
overlapped value will get the optimal conﬁdence from its
coarser-grained values using Equation 2. After this process,
we start another process to compute the conditional conﬁdence on each interacted context value using Equation 3
from the ﬁnest-grained values to the coarsest-grained ones.
For a context value that does not involve in any interaction,
its conditional conﬁdence will be calculated using Equation 4. To determine the most accurate value among all
the given context values, we will combine their conditional
conﬁdences and the evaluation on their freshness: conf ci ×
freshness(ti , t). The value with the highest score is the result.

5. CONTEXT ABSTRACTION
To support more speciﬁc pervasive services, a system should
be able to identify more complicated and higher-level context, called situation. A situation abstracts the invariant
characteristics of contexts and their combination [24]. Once
the current contexts meet the characteristics, a situation is
considered occurring. The invariant characteristics can be
interpreted as constraints on values and life span of contexts:
• Constraints on a context value conﬁne a context value
to a sub set of ground values for this context type;

• Constraints on a context life span requires that the
context must be valid in a certain time, or it must
meet a certain temporal relationship.
Constraints are expressed in a speciﬁcation of a situation.
Loke [17] represents situations as a set of sensor constraints
connected by logical operatives. Instead of specifying situations in terms of particular sensor constraints, we deﬁne a
more general speciﬁcations in terms of constraints on context l : E(r1 , . . . , rn ), where ri is the above constraints on a
certain context predicate, and E applies the logical connectives (AND, OR , and existential and universal quantiﬁers)
on them.
Example 4. A speciﬁcation of a meeting situation consists
of the constraint on the calendar – a meeting scheduled; a
person’s location – in a scheduled meeting area; and the constraint on the current time – in the scheduled meeting time.
This can be represented as follows:
(c, scheduled, meeting)
∧ (tcurrent , isIn, tscheduledM eetingT ime )
∧ (lcurrent , isContainedIn, lscheduledM eetingLocation ).
To identify a situation, we will take a set of contexts with
these contexts, and evaluate whether they satisfy the corresponding constraints. The evaluation procedure will be
taken in two steps: evaluating each constraint ri and combining them according to their logical description in a speciﬁcation.
To evaluate ci , we consider two factors: the conﬁdence
confi associated with a context, and the match degree mati
to which this context satisﬁes the constraint. The match degree will be evaluated in the two types of constraints: constraints on a context life span and constraints on values.
The constraint on the occurrence time of a context relation
is manifested in two diﬀerent ways: by requiring the context
to occur in a certain time interval or by specifying a certain
temporal sequence. At our current research stage, we only
consider the former circumstance. The match degree matt
on the occurrence time constraint is computed as:

matt =




1.0,
0.0,
t.te −tr .ts
,
t.te −t.ts

t.ts ≥ tr .ts and t.te ≤ tr .te ;
t.ts > tr .te or t.te < tr .ts ;
otherwise.

(5)

where t is a life span of a context, and tr is required time
interval in a constraint. If t is a time instance, it will be
converted to a time interval: [t - , t + ], where  is set by
developers according to diﬀerent contexts and application
requirements.
The constraints on the values of a context can be different with respect to the semantics of its predicates and
the properties of values. Thus, there does not exist a uniform formula to compute all the value match degrees matv .
Instead, we focus on the quantiﬁcation constraints. A universal quantiﬁcation in a value constraint is required that
any value v in a set of contexts (v, p, o) (or (s, p, v)) should
satisfy a constraint rv . The match degree for this universal
quantiﬁcation can be intuitively computed in the framework
of fuzzy set:
mat = min(conf1 × γ1 , . . . , confn × γn ),
v

where confi is the conﬁdence on each (v, p, o) (or (s, p, v)),
and γi is the degree to which a value v matches the constraint
cv .
An existential quantiﬁcation in a value constraint requires
that there exists at least one value v in a set of contexts
(v, p, o) (or (s, p, v)) that satisﬁes a constraint rv . The match
degree for this existential quantiﬁcation can be computed as:
matv = max(conf1 × γ1 , . . . , confn × γn ),
The ﬁnal match degree mat on a context constraint is
computed by combining the match degree on the life span
and that on the value constraint:
mat = min(matt , matv ).
To determine a degree to which a situation’s speciﬁcation
is satisﬁed, we will consider the logical connectives (AND,
OR, NOT) that are applied on individual constraints:
If ri ∧ rj , then mat(ri ∧ rj ) = min(mati , matj );
If ri ∨ rj , then mat(ri ∨ rj ) = max(mati , matj );
If ¬ri , then mat(¬ri ) = 1 − mati .
where mati (or matj ) is a match degree on a constraint ri
(or rj ).

6. DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION
This section demonstrates the feasibility of our model and
provides a preliminary evaluation result. We gathered two
simple datasets 1 in our oﬃce environment as a proof of concept. There are four sensors producing context: Ubisense,
Bluetooth, Activity and Calender sensors. We use these
datasets as training data to provide sensor quality values.
Ubisense is a tag-based positioning sensor network, which
is used to track an object’s real-time location in an indoor environment. Ubisense provides a precise location of
a person in the form of coordinates. The coordinates can
be mapped to a place with a human-understandable name.
Ubisense data suﬀers from all the uncertainty factors described in Section 2. We have analysed the imperfectness
of Ubisense data [6] in the dataset, which has three main
causes: the environment where the devices are installed, a
tag’s state (when a tag enters an idle state after a period
of inactivity, it will stop producing data), and the use of a
tag (sometimes users forget to carry their tag with them;
however, in our dataset, the user is aware of being involved
in an experiment, so she always carried the tag). Each
Ubisense reading is represented in a location context as a
rectangle [27] whose center is the Ubisense reading coordinate and whose width and length is the x- and y-axis precision: 3.30m and 2.22m. The conﬁdence on this context is
the corresponding accuracy of Ubisense 70%, as determined
by training our dataset.
Bluetooth sensors constantly scan for mobile Bluetooth
devices (like a mobile phone or a laptop). They record the
IP address of the Bluetooth server, the MAC address of the
device, the signal strength, and the timestamp [15]. We convert the Bluetooth sensor data into a location context as a
rectangle whose center is the coordinate of the Bluetooth
center and whose width is the precision corresponding to
1

The sample data are published online here:
http://kind.ucd.ie/~juanye/datasets/
Ria2008Dataset.zip.

Frequency
Conﬁdence

≤10
82.4%

≤30
11.9%

≤60
4.0%

≤300
1.3%

≤600
0.3%

>600
0.1%

Table 1: Conﬁdence on inferred location with diﬀerent frequencies of sending the “active” state
the current signal strength (for example, when the signal
strength is strong, the precision is set as 1 meter and the
accuracy is 57.7%). The accuracy of Bluetooth sensor data
is low since we use a naive approach to training and representing Bluetooth data. More advanced techniques will be
used in the future, such as those identiﬁed by Bell et al. [2].
Activity sensors sense the activities of keyboard and mouse.
If the keyboard or mouse is used, then this sensor will send
an “active” state to indicate that the computer is being used
at the moment. The frequency that it sends the data indicates the usage status of the computer. The conﬁdence on
the activity data is 1.0, since the computer is always used
by the logged-in user in the dataset. When the computer
is a desktop and it is logged in by a registered user, then
we use their data to infer the user’s location. Table 1 shows
that the conﬁdences of the user being located in the place
of the computer with the diﬀerent frequency of sending the
“active” state, as determined by our training dataset.
Calendar sensors capture the scheduled events in the personal and group calendars. An event can be coarse-grained,
for example, a person is on holiday during a period; while
it can also be ﬁne-grained, for example, a meeting event
is scheduled, by specifying its attendees, starting time, end
time, location, and content. In the dataset, all the scheduled
events occurred, so the conﬁdence on the events is 1.0.
To evaluate the context integration approach, we will gather
all these sensor data to decide a user’s location (the ﬁnestgrained human-friendly place, like a desk area) at a certain
time instant. We gathered the sensor data for certain places
over a period. The integrated location context is more accurate than any of individual sensor data. Since Ubisense
and Bluetooth location data are represented in a rectangle
that consists of coordinates, they need to be mapped to a
human-friendly place that the rectangle takes the maximum
coverage ratio. For example a user is working in her oﬃce
from “18-04-2008T14:40:00” to “18-04-2008T14:52:30”, the
accuracy of identifying a user’s location in an oﬃce is 88.5%
using Bluetooth and Ubisense data. When a user starts using her desktop computer, the activity sensor produces the
implied location: the user’s desk area. This sensor data not
only gives support to Bluetooth and Ubisense data to various degrees, but also it identiﬁes more precise location with
higher accuracies 95%.
The complexity of the context integration process is O(2n ),
where n is the number of input context values and new added
values, which is caused by the procedure of organising different location context values into a partially ordered set.
However in a realistic environment, the number of the context values that are to be integrated at a certain time instant
will not be greater than ﬁve (e.g., in our experiment, the location data will be at most three).
We evaluate the context abstraction technique using Example 4: to determine whether a person named “erica” is in
a meeting situation at a given time “23-10-2007T11:5:00Z”.
The available contexts include:

• (({erica}, hasLocation, [12.22,5.26,0.09],
[15.52, 7.48, 0.09]), [“2007-10-23 11:14:59,”
“2007-10-23 11:15:00”], 0.7), indicating that
Ubisense located erica in a rectangle area with two
coordinates, whose conﬁdence is 0.7;
• (({erica’s calendar}, scheduled, meeting), “2007
-10-23 09:00:00”, 1.0), indicating that erica’s calendar scheduled a meeting at a time “2007-10-23 09:00:
00” with a conﬁdence 1.0;
• ((meeting, scheduledTime, [“2007-10-23 11:00:00”,
“2007-10-23 11:30:00”]), “2007-10-23 09:00:00”,
0.65), indicating that the scheduled meeting time with
a conﬁdence 0.65 – how possible the meeting occurs
during this scheduled time;
• ((meeting, scheduledLocation, coffee area),
“2007 -10-23 09:00:00”, 0.75), indicating that the
scheduled meeting location with a conﬁdence 0.75 –
how possible the meeting occurs there.
The match degree on time is 1.0, using Equation 5. The
match degree on the location value is 0.7×0.9 = 0.63, where
90% of the rectangle area overlaps with the coﬀee area. Thus
the conﬁdence on the occurrence of a meeting situation is
0.63.

7. RELATED WORK
Henricksen et al. [13] explored context information quality
for sensed, proﬁled and derived context. Their context modeling language (CML) allowed facts to be associated with
relevant quality indicators that allow the end users of the
information to make judgements about the level of conﬁdence they invest in it. Each fact was associated with zero
or more quality parameters. Similarly, Gray et al. [11] introduced two quality matrices for sensor data and sensors
respectively. The quality matrix for sensor data includes
coverage, resolution, accuracy, repeatability, and frequency.
The quality matrix for sensors includes the reliability, intrusiveness, and security or privacy. We also suggest using
separate quality matrices on the type of sensor and data
from an individual sensor in this type. The former quality
matrix can be referenced by all the data sensed from this
type of sensor, while the latter matrix reﬂects the quality
of data from a particular sensor, which is aﬀected by the
factors mentioned in Section 2.
This quality approach is good at expressing uncertainty. It
is qualitative so it lacks a formal uniform technique of managing the uncertainty in a quantitative way, even though Lei
et al. [16] and Cohen et al. [4] proposed an approach to aggregate the quality matrix on diﬀerent contexts. Using this
approach, context models either provide an application (or
sensor)-speciﬁc mechanism to integrate context according to
the quality data, or simply pass along the quality data with
context information to applications. The quality approach
also fails to capture the uncertainty during the process of
deriving new context information.
In contrast, the quantity approach allows context to be
associated with a conﬁdence value that can be a fuzzy value
or a probability value [19]. Diﬀerent techniques (like fuzzy
logic, Bayesian networks, or the Dempster-Shaﬀer theory)
are applied to deal with the uncertainty with respect to different semantic interpretations on conﬁdence values.

Anagnostopoulos et al. [1] deﬁned a fuzzy function to
evaluate the degree of membership in a situational involvement that referred to the degree of belief that a user was
involved in a predicted situation. They deﬁned Fuzzy Inference Rules (FIR) that were used to deal with imprecise
knowledge about situational context and the user behaviour/reaction and historical context. We also use the fuzzy
function when abstracting multiple lower-level contexts into
a situation. Our fuzzy function is used to evaluate how much
the current context satisﬁes the constraints in a situation’s
speciﬁcation.
Bayesian networks have a causal semantics that encode
the strength of causal relationships with probabilities between lower- and higher-level. Bayesian networks have been
applied by Ranganathan et al. [19], Gu et al. [12], Ding
et al. [9], Truong et al. [22], Dargie et al. [7], and Ye et
al. [28]. For example, Gu et al. encoded probabilistic information in ontologies, converted the ontological model into
a Bayesian network, and inferred higher-level contexts from
the Bayesian network. Their work aimed to solve the uncertainty that is caused by the limit of sensing technologies and
inaccuracy of the derivation mechanisms. Bayesian networks
are best suited to applications where there is no need to represent ignorance and prior probabilities are available [14].
In a pervasive computing system, these probabilities are acquired either by training a number of data or from the domain experts. As a complementary technique, our approach
can be applied in a system where developers have less knowledge about the environment or where training data are not
suﬃcient.
The Dempster-Shafer theory is a mathematical theory
of evidence, which propagates the uncertainties and consequently provides an indication of the quality of inferences.
It has been applied to fuse multiple sensor data by Wu et
al. [25] and Padovitz et al. [18]. For example, Padovitz
et al. also use the concept of a situation space consisting
of a set of context constraints. Based on the DempsterShaﬀer theory, they use a utility based fusion approach to
fuse sensor readings that are intuitively considered to be
pertinent in reasoning about context. About sensor fusion,
Ranganathan et al. [20] use probabilistic reasoning to interpret conﬂicting and overlapping location readings from
multiple sources. They use Bayes’ Theorem to calculate
conditional probabilities for a person’s location given a set
of location readings from multiple sources. They also explain that data freshness will impact context conﬁdence and
describe both a data “time to live” parameter and freshness
degradation functions. However, they do not include freshness degradation in their conﬁdence calculations. We take
a similar approach to integrate values for general context
types and determines the conﬁdence on a context by considering both the original conﬁdence and freshness of all the
available contexts.

8.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provides an applicable and ﬁne-grained approach to resolve the uncertainty of context in a pervasive
computing system. We have established a simple experiment to evaluate our approach against the real dataset that
was gathered in our environment. In the context integration,
our underlying assumption is that the context value with the
highest conﬁdence will support other values when they interact with each other (that is, overlapping or containing). We

use Bayes’ Theorem to calculate the conditional conﬁdence
on each involved value given all the values. The preliminary result shows that the accuracy of integrated context
values is higher than any individual sensor data. However,
the dataset we gathered is limited to certain places where
both Ubisense and Bluetooth sensors can get the best signal.
In addition, we use a naive technique to train and represent
the sensor data, which decreases the performance of sensors.
In the context abstraction, we evaluated the propagation of
uncertainty in a meeting scenario. We have not considered
complicated temporal constraints. In the future, we will
gather a larger dataset that covers more areas and include
more activities. We expect that more noise will be introduced, which will complicate the integration and abstraction
approaches. We will apply more intelligent techniques (e.g.,
transferable belief model [21]) to resolve the uncertainty.
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